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Data Training with LIBLINEAR-CDBLOCK

With the file being 2.7TB in size, which is usually larger than the RAM of most machines, typical classifiers such as LIBLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008) cannot be used. The reason is that they store the whole
data into the memory for training. To solve this issue, we consider LIBLINEAR-CDBLOCK available at http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/cdblock/. LIBLINEAR-CDBLOCK
(Yu et al., 2012) first splits the training data into pieces so that each can be stored into the memory.
Its algorithm requires only one piece of data in the main memory at a time.

1.1

Data Uncompression

The following command uncompresses the training set.
$ unxz splice site.xz
It took about 18.5 hours.
To see if the file is correctly downloaded and uncompressed, you can check the md5sum.
$ md5sum splice site
It took about 7 hours.
If the md5sum is df3bd1b65b9df5776907721dff4fdb4e, the file is correctly uncompressed.

1.2

Data Split

We prepared one machine with around 120G memory for training, so we decided to split the data
into 40 pieces.
$ ./blocksplit -m 40 splice site
The running time is around 60 hours.
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1.3

Training

The following command solves the dual problem of L1-loss support vector machines.
$ ./blocktrain -s 3 splice site.40 splice.s3.model
The training process took about 35 hours (127890 seconds) for finishing 5 outer iterations.
The following command solves the dual problem of L2-regularized logistic regression.
$ ./blocktrain -s 7 splice site.40 splice.s7.model
The training process took about 15 hours (55359 seconds) for finishing 1 outer iteration.

1.4

Prediction

Later we follow Sonnenburg and Franc (2010) to use AUPRC as the evaluation criterion. The calculation of AUPRC requires decision values, so we modify the code to output them. To calculate the
AUPRC, decision values and true labels should be printed out during prediction. predict.c needs to
be modified for this.
In predict.c change the following lines to print decision values:
predict label = predict(model , x);
fprintf(output,‘‘%g\n’’,predict label);
into:
double dec values;
predict label = predict values(model , x, &dec values);
fprintf(output,‘‘%g %g\n’’, target label, dec values);
The following command predicts instances in the test file splice site.t, and outputs true labels and
predicted decision values.
$ ./predict splice site.t splice.s3.model s3 out
$ ./predict splice site.t splice.s7.model s7 out
It took around 45 minutes.
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1.5

Results

We use Matlab Statistics to calculate AUPRC
>> load s3 out
>> [Xpr,Ypr,Tpr,AUCpr] = perfcurve(s3 out(:,1), s3 out(:,2), 1, ‘xCrit’,
‘reca’, ‘yCrit’, ‘prec’); AUCpr
The AUPRC values are
L1-loss support vector machines (dual): 0.5773
L2-regularized logistic regression (dual): 0.5772
These values are similar to those in Sonnenburg and Franc (2010).
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